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By Way of Introduction 
When one sets out to collect opinions 
on a topic of this nature, it is with the 
expectation of meeting a certain amount 
of reticence. While men are apt to take 
upon themselves the prophetic mantle 
around breakfast-tables and comfortable 
hearths and in railway carriages, they 
show a natural reluctance, particularly if 
they are in any sense public men, to 
express themselves in cold print before 
the critical eyes of a considerable number 
of readers. Consequently the polite re· 
fusals I encountered did not disappoint 
me. In fact a number of them were 
almost entertaining. 
Some of those I approached decided, 
with becoming modesty, that their opinions 
were not of sufficient value; some assured 
me that they had tried hard to write 
something, but could not succeed in 
satisfying their own acute critical tastes; 
some had not any idea, and did not wish 
to have any idea. Sir Ernest Benn threw 
new and welcome light on the per· 
spicacity of publishers by declaring that 
he was too close to the book trade to 
know anything about it. Sir Arthur 
Eddington's refusal so charmed me that 
I feel compelled to place it on record on 
a later page. 
The general atmosphere of the opinions 
finally assembled is decidedly pessimistic. 
This is perhaps not unnatural. After all 
pessimism, particularly concerning late; 
generations, is so old as to be almost 
the earliest form of religion. Mr. T. F. 
Powys in particular is plunged in abysmal 
gloo~, and a numbe~ of others writing 
on. Literature share his forebodings. The 
pamters, on the other hand, seem to 
entertain a far brighter outlook. I am 
not a psychologist, but I cannot help 
wondering whether this may not be due 
to the fact that colours are much more 
tangibly optimistic and cheerful things 
than words. 
. Mr. J. D. Beresford raises an interest-
Ing query, which I should like to see 
a~swered fully, by doubting whether 
Literature of the past contains any fore· 
cast of recent developments in science 
and invention. At the moment I can 
only recall that some of the early phi· 
losop~ers gave an extraordinarily good 
defimtion of electricity when they stated 
the Grand Elixir to be an essence neither 
vaporous, solid, nor yet liquid, but rather 
~rmless, without taste or colour. Francis 
aeon too, in "New Atlantis," forecasts 
a remarkable number of contemporary 
~onders, including telephones and televi· 
SIOn. 
I have just received the shattering 
news that Mr. H. G. Wells has introduced 
a serious element of competition into the 
prophetic business ·by dreaming the com· 
plete story of the next hundred years. 
I hope the rest of us haven't wasted our 
time. GRANT UDEN. 
Literature. 
T. F. POWYS 
This age of false education will in· 
evitably lead to the complete destruction 
of all true nobility. In a hundred years 
t~ere will be no literary tastes and no 
literature. A mob of machine drivers 
will rule. Every hour will be lived by 
mankind in talk, nothing but talk. There 
will be no silence, no retirement no 
village life. A gaping crowd of conc'eited 
fools will be everywhere. There will be 
no calm contented days, no beautiful 
nights, no good works. All will be the 
same, all common. Thought and inspi· 
ration will be dead. 
HuGH WALPOLE 
If the period of 1910-1933 is as in-
teresting to 2033 as I think it will be 
th_en. Sha~, Wells, Bennett, Galsworthy: 
Kipling will be read as curiosities and 
Yeats and Bridges read for their be'auty. 
Virginia Woolf, Eliot and Auden will 
survive because of their experiments. 
The best of Epstein, Duncan Grant and 
Sickert will always be beautiful. 
For the general reader in 2033, who is 
not ~ special_ist, there will be the writings 
of hi~ own time. _No novel by any living 
novelist of 1933 will be read generally in 
2033. 
A.}. CRONIN 
. The question which comes to my mind 
IS not what the world will be in 2033 
but whether the world will be at all. ' 
At its present speed humanity must 
logically destroy itself- which would be 
perhaps a good thing for the cultivated 
man who can regard only with horror 
the prospect of another hundred years 
of civilised "progress." At present he is 
tortured in mind and body by the results 
of scientific advancement, exploited and 
unc:ontrolled. Shrieking wireless sets, 
racmg motor-cars, synthetic food, poison 
gas, beach pyjamas, cinema hokum, green 
lipstick, body-line bowling and ballyhoo 
- these are a few horrors of our age 
and who in the name of heaven could 
survive them long? 
Unless man gets back to simplicity he 
is doomed. But he won't get back, he 
can't get back. The ball is bouncing 
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hard downhill, and not all the apostolic 
broadcasting of Mr. Ramsay MacDonald 
is going to stop it. 
All that can be said of the cultivated 
men of 2033 is " God help them " - if 
there are any ! 
]. D. BERESFORD 
Is it possible that we are now in the 
culminating stages of the Age of Steel ? 
Science and invention, within the last 
fifty years, have made advances beyond 
any conception of the older prophets. 
Can any forecast be found in literature 
for instance, of the wonders of broad-
casting or the deductions of Einstein, 
Max Planck and Heissenberg? But in· 
vention has upset the economic system, 
and its further progress seems to lead 
nowhere; while science, including both 
biology and molecular physics, appears 
to be reaching a dead end. 
Some of the young people to-day, after 
reading such a forecast of the future as 
that given by H. G. Wells in "Men Like 
Gods," are inclined to protest that how-
ever desirable such conditions may be, 
they offer no real prospect of further 
development, no ultimate goal for man's 
aspirations. Indeed they find far more 
promise of achievement in the last act 
of Shaw's "Back to Methuselah." 
Wherefore it seems to me that the 
next step of our evolution will be in the 
direction of developing the spiritual side 
of humanity; that the men like gods, 
who may presently rule the world, will 
be those who have learnt to control the 
inexhaustible wonders of the body, rather 
than those who may add to the prolifer· 
ation of machines for attaining the pass· 
ing excitements of speed or the exten· 
sions of mere convenience. 
Poetry 
WILLIAM PLOMER' 
I imagine that the production of poetry 
must always depend on inspired in· 
dividuals, so that even where a poet is 
expressing the spirit of the age or a mass 
emotion-whether patriotic, religious or 
revolutionary- his work, if it has any 
value at all, will still be strongly personal. 
As to poetic form, each new poet that 
arises may be seen to give new life to 
old forms or to employ an original 
technique. 
So I believe that whether the political 
institutions of the world in 2033 are 
mainly communist, fascist or what not, 
the state of poetry will depend entirely 
on the nature of individuals yet unborn, 
and their nature can scarcely be foretold. 
STEPHEN SPENDER 
I am very much afraid I am not a 
prophetic poet ; but from reading the 
newspapers it seems most likely than no 
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or the chaotic sum of these experiments 
into a slabler and more complet巴 pictorial
deヨ19n.
Canons， itis often declared， are made 
to be broken. But they are not made 
rne陀 lyto be broken， Indeed if they are 
sound enough they cannot b巴 brokenat 
al1. Some reconciliation， then， between 
an ungoverned impulse for self.巴xpression
and what one may call the classical 
tradition-what Sir Joshua Reynolds con-
stantly spoke of as the great style-would 
seem a n巴cessityfor the future， and may 
well have been arrived at by 2033. i 
Ja会αnin Miniatuγe 
By G. CAIGER， F.R. G. S. 
1m六倍判全アート祇寓員及八色刷締結 81枚
紫りんマド純大手口続画入、稀代の美本
定償 2.80 送料 22銭
l止界に比類なき我図特有の優雅華麗なZ官官匂祭か
日本間民性の税鮎から観察L、各人形の表1:1:すE霊
泉的場面i或1:1:寓話た設関しれる無二の良書。
NOVEMBER 
With the NRA America Enters upon 
Far-flung Adventure in National 
Planning 
(II) 
Ill-THE PROBLEMS 
Collective bargaining and price deter-
·nation may be said to constitute the ~0 great problems with which the NRA 
must wrestle. They have not been 
solved, and no candid member of the 
NRA asserts that they have. 
No unanimity has been . shown toy;~rd 
the provis!ons f~r collective bargammg 
contained m Section 7 of the NIRA, and 
it cannot be said that the position of 
labor under that section has as yet been 
completely clarified. Because it has not 
been clarifie~ it ha~ now bec;:ome one of 
the leading Issues m every mdustry not 
yet completely unionized, and notably in 
the steel, coal and automobile industries. 
Part of the confusion has arisen from 
the fact that the phrase " open shop " 
means different things to different people. 
Theoretically, it means a shop in which 
men are hired, fired or promoted with no 
regard to their membership or nonmem-
bership in international or company 
unions. Actually, it has meant, in most 
of the ununionized industries, discrimi-
nation against union members and an 
absolute ban on union organizers. 
In his statement published ·last Thurs-
day, (Aug. 24th) General Johnson declared 
that the " words 'open shop' and ' closed 
The Theatre 
CEDRIC HARDWICKE 
I believe that, by the year 2033, the 
theatre will have undergone a great re-
actionary movement towards simplicity 
and the unspoiled beauty of the early 
days of drama. 
The interest in a production of that 
period will be concentrated on the actors 
and the play, instead of on spectacular 
stage effects. The former will, by their 
accomplishments of voice and gesture, so 
capture the imagination and attention of 
the audience that the present elaborate 
decor will be completely superseded. 
Mechanical aids of all kinds will have 
disappeared, and the revived simple arts 
of literature and acting will be refresh-
ment to a world weaiied by nearly a 
century of mechanical nonsense. 
IvoR BRowN 
Assuming (a big assumption) that the 
world has not blown itself to pieces in 
another War to End War, every home a 
century hence will have . a theatre wall, 
on which, at the pressing of a button, 
will appear stereoscopic, coloured, talking 
figures, delivering any kind of entertain-
ment desired. Father and mother will 
sit at home and watch this; young people, 
for whom home will never be endurable, 
will go out to the ordinary human theatre 
as we know it- only vastly more com-
fortable. Their motive will not be dis-
taste for mechanical drama, but the 
simple desire to dine out and " go to a 
show." They will put up with entertain-
ment far inferior to the " theatre wall " 
kind simply to be away from their elders 
and to hold hands in the dark. 
(To be continued) 
The Bookman. 
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shop ' are not used in the law and cannot 
be written into the law" and that " these 
words have' no agreed meaning and will 
be erased from the dictionary of the 
NRA.'' He also pointed out that " the 
law requires in codes and agreements 
that employes shall have the right to 
organize and bargain collectively through 
representatives of their own choosing." 
Situation of the Workers 
This statement, h~wever, throws little 
light on what will actually happen in the 
unionized industries under the new codes, 
or on what is actually happening. Theo-
retically any worker who wishes can 
still bargain individually with his em-
ployer; actually, the labor provisions of 
the codes are not workable unless the 
workers in the given industries are col-
lectively organized. The existence of a 
company union and an international 
union in the same shop, each bargaining 
for its own members, would be an ab-
surdity. But, since the NRA declines to 
take sides, the issue will apparently turn 
on the freedom of the shop elections 
which must be held and on the liberty 
given union organizers to present their 
cases. 
The NRA has already taken some 
steps to insure fair elections. How far 
it can go in this direction and to what 
extent it can or will enforce its authority 
on unwilling employers remains a ques-
tion on which little light has been cast. 
It is, however, a question which must 
soon be answered, as the situation· grows 
more tense in the non-union industries. 
In the cotton textile industry there are 
some indications that a new type of 
unionism, not of the company-union sort 
and not patterned after the older type of 
A. F. of L. unions, may develop. But 
this process is a slow one, and in steel, 
coal and motors the situation may be-
come critical before orderly evolution 
can do its work. 
Solution of the problem of price ad-
justment is also fundamental to . the 
success of the NRA. There is doubt as 
to how it shall be accomplished-that is, 
as to how much interference with the 
so-called laws of supply and demand will 
be necessary. 
Somehow, it is agreed, the level of 
prices paid by the consumer for goods 
must be kept at or below the .level of 
wages. At the same time prices must 
not be allowed to drop below the total 
cost of production and distribution, in-
cluding a reasonable profit and the recog-
nized capital charges as part of the cost. 
So far the attitude of the NRA on the 
price question may be summed up under 
two heads : First, the price provisions 
contained in the petroleum code and the 
lumber code; second, the clause in the 
President's re-employment program, the 
so-called . "blanket code," under which 
signatories agree " not to increase the 
price of any merchandise sold after the 
date hereof over the price on July 1, 
1933, by more than is made necessary by 
actual increases in production, replace-
ment or invoice costs of merchandise, or 
by taxes or other costs resulting from 
action taken pursuant to the Agricultural 
Adjustment Act since July 1, 1933, and 
, in setting such price increases to give full 
l weight to probable increases in sales 
3 
volume, and to refrain from taking pro-
fiteering advantage of the consuming 
public.'' 
Ascertaining Costs 
The difficulties of determining costs 
of production as a basis for a considera-
tion not only of prices but of wages are 
recognized by the NRA. Donald Rich-
berg, its general counsel, has had· twenty 
years' experience with valuation problems 
and his views are influential. In this 
field lies the central problem with which 
the present experiment has to deal. In 
it are involved the twin problems of 
price-fixing and controlled production. 
The solution, NRA spokesmen recognize, 
must be a combination of general prin-
ciples with the inexorable laws of mathe-
matics. No more can be taken out of 
any industry than is put in. Tlie distri-
bution of what is taken out must be guided, 
so the NRA program implies, by justice 
and reason, but these abstractions have 
to be interpreted in dollars and cents. 
In g~neral, the NRA policy looks to-
ward what the title of each agreement 
implies - that is, a "Code of Fair Com-
petition.'' Fair competition is construed, 
as a study of the code shows, in a man-
ner quite different from that exr.:ressed 
in the Federal anti-trust laws. Industries 
are encouraged to pool their information 
and stabilize their prices. Competition is 
expected to continue, but it is expected 
to be competition with excessive price-
cutting, concealed rebates and other de-
structive methods left out. This is for 
the protection of business itself, and 
many if not most of the business men 
who have come to Washington to "present 
their cases this Summer welcome it. 
At the same time fair competition is 
held to forbid monopoly. Monopoly, as 
an NRA spokesman explained, can usually 
be detected by the returns on the capital 
invested. If a business in which there is 
no obvious risk earns 15 per cent on its 
capital when capital in general is earning 
only 5 per cent it is evident that restraint 
of trade is being practiced. This state 
of affairs reacts on the consumer in the 
form of high prices. 
Restraint on Prices 
A code permitting exchange of price 
lists and other information among com-
peting businesses might, it was pointed 
out, encourage monopoly if it did not 
contain a provision making. the public, 
through the Federal Government, a par-
ticipant. When the facts are known to 
the public's representatives the price, it 
is argued, can be kept down to a reason-
able maximum. In this way it is at least 
theoretically possible that the NRA code 
may confine price competition in major 
industries within a minimum and a 
maximum limit. 
It is not expected that price-fixing will 
be necessary in all industries, and General 
Johnson has publicly stated that the 
petroleum code is not to be taken as a 
forecast in this respect. Official price-
fixing will probably be a last resort, and 
will likely be applied only to natural 
resources, of which, as is the case with 
petroleum and lumber, the supply is 
limited. Where the consumer has a 
choice, competition is expected to be 
sufficient. For instance, an excessive 
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宮::=;:;一一一
世leAuthor. ofthe ‘Idyl，' Her Sight 
Failing， C_annot See Her Book : 
‘Fate's Irony，' She Deplores. 
“Gibbetted，" a Hearn story， Hitherto Un-
published， Offered to Japanese 
Admirers of Hearn 
Dear Mr. Nakatsuchi: 1 s泡paratestorie島noneof which have ever 
Under 抑制匂 cover1 am sending you I þee~ putlished in bookform. These will 
twenty (却) copies of“Gibbetted ，-a I b~.. hal_l.dsom~ly _ prin民dand bound， and 
Lafcadio Hearn story， hitl町 to unpub. I will sel a~ 事 2.00 per copy. Would you 
lished. for which 1 have written a short I care to take， say 20 copies， of each issue 
introd'uction. These copies are being I f<?r exclusive s_ale in Japan? Would you 
sentωyou“On Consほnment." The I also ~a陀 ω .figure_ w~~J:l: us o~ printi時
edition is limited to 20O copies and as I one of t.e鈴 items? What price could 
you wil1 notice the paper， bindi暗， and I you. make o~ an edition of 200 or 300 
typography are 回 ceptiゆna11yfine. A1・|∞pies-on fine paper， in fact as well 
though only 0任 thepress slnce the 8th， I d心neお“TheIdyl." Please make us a 
ω官邸pond~n~e were no~ a，:aila~!e and 1 I ?earlY ~1! t:h!. rem~!llng 180 coが白 have1 price pぽ copy，bo白 boundand un bound. 
;:;;Id -not find anyone having the time， I been sold. These 20 we are sending you I P. D. Perkins 
"，ho∞岨ldprop剖 y.express_my !hO?g~!s. 1 could. eas!ly have been sold here .in m日ぉ goingby， so 1拙 ed ~r; I k\.me~ica， .b~t _we wanted a fewωbel A:~in ";ho "h~d ';i~~ady -Co;;;;p-ond~d 1 di~t;ib~t~d-~ U;au'-'----_. ---1 米図版限定版希望者ハ
証hy加， to write for me. The priαωyou is事1.00per∞py， I 至急御註文願己マス
J203ta:ぉ;ZEすよ;な怠3215tL訪ねfぷJ:22i九2取引 GIBBETfED: EXECUTION OF 
.ence， 1 hasten ωapologize myself for I ~a~~. t~e <;ost <?f tI:t ∞pies of“TI:e I ~_ :~~:~~'::.L_ ~_"?_R~~RE.R_._:: 
ìh;-'Io~g d_el~y in answering， i~e c~se 1 !~yl" alre~dy ordered for mf.se~f and 1;r. 1 :~!G~D:n~;n~! 
of which 1 have just 回 plained. The I ~urray. .9r卯 ucan remit ωm，e ~or I ~::~，，:o ~∞OUBL臼E H臥AN陥GINGι.日….日.
恥加okis “sp砕，le伽印n凶d出i凶凶d必物lyg伊刀t此tenup and beauti-I t.h!~ ~~d_~， will in turn send draft fω 1 SCEN 
fuIly bound. . The printi昭 isexcellent 1 “ ~he ~d'yl:: ， ，，~.....，... .身LajωdioHearn..and with a Forward 
副 thedrawings punctuati唱，asit we同 Asthis item “G!bbette<;I" h~~ been I 
白 pages，uniq田，ぉ 1amωld. The 1 such a suαess we planωissue 12 more 1 by P. D. Perkins. 日本貨置費 3.80
ZE732よY2F2Et包??宅oZ|m印刷 upon出eb叫..~nle~s _the _~all?~ 1 計部の中障に七部動翻+三部剛
山m鉛 abody of watぽ isa wぽ k'"of -;rt: 1お made.prompt!);'. availab~e， 1 .a~ afra!d 1 i ニdwhile t恥 arÙ;t-~m";)'-no~-h~';~ h~d 1 ~~e_ .~~~~i暗 public may 1附 int田 Stm||北星堂によりて始めて世
枇in mind， ω me it is like t悦hesy抑ヴ仰mb凶0叫iji川比t，w拍hi凶chw叩ひ加ul刷d削je仰叩叩F叫叫吋凶!民zeits吟叫
d 白伽eunion of my memorial ωfr;;~d: 1 ~~~e !~a!L_\Vi出 a d路tributi昭 agmtln|lLされたる稀有の文献!
ぬipw油伽 OrienMlhome of Lafcadio|出 sc加山!:' ~~y T>i~L~ewU~~r:.k:t.~~~L~'11 .- -~''::'''':':''.:'~・ H リ
恥arn. Ala町 myeyes have seenmne|i昭 ωn，D. C. or Bω~on~ Massachusetts，1I STORIES FROM 
of the beautiful d自 ilsof the bo位:1民叫tswould be組 i由 ω早 1 一 一ー
Th蹴 tho昭 h;;::vhi~h:'~m.i~ey~~~ al;;~d; I __:'-!t;:_~~~~ g;:印刷蜘t，d枇耐，a~~11 PIERRE LOTI 
at the time _ could with diffieulty write， I∞n副 erabletime， 1 have succeeded in I 自】---
now in their clean cut form， -througlI I ~uωgraphing the copy indicated in your 
fate's irony cannot be read by me. But 11etter. It is naturally not well written 
1 have been told by my frlends and 1 I for which 1 _ hope you_. will make proj)er 
量rmlyand intuitively believe that you I allowance. 1 am sending itωyou with 
have made a splendid' edition of the book. I my thanks for the artistic setting which 
This is the opinion of leading booksellers I you have giyen ωmy humb1e tribute to 
here， one of' them remarking that such I m~ depa~te_d friend，__Lafca~i5? Hearn， the 
an artistic edition could originat怠 onlyin I c:itizen of }apan: Your delicat疋 request
Japan. - I for my autograph was greatly appreciated 
There has been a great demand for I a~~ it is _ w.ith p~easu~~ t!at 1 co~mply 
the book here and 1 understand elsewhere. I with it. 1 sincerely wish that the finan. 
Booksellers here have reported a constant ! c叫 successof出epublication will at 
demand for it， but know not where to 11east equal its artistic value. 
apply in the United States to obtain the I 1 remain， Very truly Yours， 
領 me. Newspapers have favorably com. I Leona Queyrouze Barel 
“そヘルン研究家の見逃すべからざる
を↓ 世界的珍本!250郡限定豪華版!
へ良子 盲
JI; I予 IH ト 1 】YI • 
J レν 且星 且且圃圃 --星 島・ー
漣ffえ MyPersonal Reminiscences of Lafcadio Hearn 
空交 Iζ By Leona Queyrouze Barel 
?の 雪害275訪問主貸費王国差益
h A monument to Hearn in his New Orleans days，dealing with an aspect 
bithem untouched，ofぞscharacter.F is akibザ t三H?rnwritten 1t a 
号a_utifulprose-poetic style. Containing al80 the photoピraphsof the lette 
~! !!earn -to the author: The work forms a unique， important co~trib~ti日
to Hearn literature. 
」ー建部僅カ 30郡御希望ノ方ハ即時御註文願ヒマス
TRANSLATED BY 
LAFCADIO HEARN 
With側 Introducti側 b1l
Albert Mordell 
EI認定債=困鶏
Pierre Lotiは Maupasssntι共に Hearn
が愚屯激震1.-1<作者唖一人で事る、本書は Hearnが
己が敬愛白念から箪亀執って謬1.-1<Loti白名篇を牧
め托屯申で未~嘗て和文で屯英文で屯康行本ι 1.-'1:出
版され1<1:.ιな主語篤を屯含み、 Hearnを研型車L
Lotiた研究する仁必須白材料である。 荷か品行女流
麗仁して名籍を諮す仁霊筆をJ!}.-Cl.-大志屯申Q Hearn 
tこしろ、Lotiにしろ、何れ品日本に関係唖深かっす乙苦手
は本書をしてー居興味事らしめる所が畠る@
言 LαfcαdioHearn's 喜
三 Mαsterpieceof 皇
室 LiterαryCriticism 言
~ On Art， Literature ~ 
~ and Philosophy . . ~ 
E 文皐論喜
三 LafcadioHearn 言
言 菊判上製五園建料廿一銭 霊
童〈駒愈々僅少、軍制接交を乞ふ〕室
司1111111111111111111111111111111111混
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Some Personalities of 
Fleet Street 
( II ) 
In the early years of the century the 
most enterprising journalism was that of 
the Northcliffe Press. It towered over 
all others like one of the giant sky-
scrapers of New York. While other 
papers grew anaemic and perished, the 
Northcliffe Press pushed on, keeping pace 
with the age, and gauging the tastes of 
the mass of the public. I did not care 
to identify myself with all its methods ; 
but even those who denounced it freely 
could not deny its vitality, and most 
young journalists were keen to get a job 
on one of its papers. 
Northcliffe's influence as a journalist 
has been satirised in more than one play 
and novel. Arnold Bennett's play, "What 
the Public Want," probed some of its 
weaknesses, and his novel, "Lord Rain-
go," gave a picture of the tremendous 
influence Northcliffe exerted in the world 
of politics during the years of the W ar. 
He found many men of first-class merit 
and gave them their opportunity on the 
Mail; but for inefficiency he had the 
greatest contempt, and when a man 1 
showed signs of failing he had no use , 
for him. He was however extraordinarily 
kind to those who worked for him, and 
I have known at first-hand of many acts 
of generosity for which he was respon-
sible. He would often pay the doctor's 
bill for one of his employees, and see 
that he had the very best medical advice. 
More than that, he would look after the 
man financially until he was well again 
and able to take up his work. 
As my solitary experience with him 
was decidedly disconcerting, I cannot be 
accused of partiality. I met him only on 
one occasion when I applied for a job at 
the Daily 1\lail; but what young journalist 
could meet the Fleet Street Napoleon and 
forget the experience? I had been doing 
a certain amount of dramatic criticism 
for a weekly paper, and wanted badly 
(as did many others) to get on to the 
Mail. I found Northcliffe pleasant but 
formidable. He looked me up and down 
and said: "So you want to do dramatic 
criticism?" I admitted that this was so. 
"H'm. Every young chap thinks he can 
do dramatic criticism, but it is not a 
young man's job." Then suddenly: "Are 
you prepared to go to Japan to-morrow ? " 
I hesitated and stammered. Japan? I 
had never thought about it- what on 
earth could I do there? "Well--" I 
began. He stopped me. " Tisn't well," 
he said. "You aren't prepared, and if 
you were a keen journalist you would 
be prepared to go- anywhere. I don' t 
want a young fellow like you. I want a 
man who is prepared to go to the other 
end of the world at a moment's notice 
without any humming and hawing." So 
-"Thus departed Hiawatha." 
At a later period I did some work for 
A. R. Orage, a subsequent editor of the 
New Age and author of an admirable 
little book on Nietzsche, and for Holbrook 
Jackson, keen, alert and vital, who pub-
lished later a most useful and entertain-
ing volume on the 1890's, and one of the 
earliest studies of Bernard Shaw. 
Nature's Strange Masonry: Lime-Crusted Cliffs and a Hot Cascade 
The picture represents a strange natural forming a snow-white channel. On one 
phenomenon in the Near East, just below bank are blocks of a white, stone-like 
the ruins of Hierapolis, an ancient Phry- substance, which, taken in the hand, is 
gian city built on a plateau some six as light as a feather, falling to powder if 
miles north of Laodicea. Hierapolis was crushed. Half-way up, the waterway 
the birthplace of Epictetus. Warm should be crossed, and, pausing here, the 
springs, descending the cliffs in cascades, traveller sees at his feet countless 'basins • 
have deposited calcareous material all having the appearance of saucer-lik~ 
around. From the resulting aspect of shapes pushed through a mass of dough 
the place, it has been called "the Castle and ornamented with sugaricing, each 
of Cotton." The correspondent who filled with bluish water. The ground is 
sends the photographs writes: "It is intersected with waterways, which have 
not difficult to understand why such a deposited a substance that encrusts every. 
name has been given, for the famous thing. Towards the mountains at the 
white cascades gleam brilliantly and may back, just below the ancient theatre, is 
be seen miles away as the train from the source of the hot streams, a pool of 
Smyrna winds along the Mreander valley. bubbling water so transparent that objects 
Leaving the railway and going on by at the bottom can be seen with perfect 
car, one sees the main cascade just above exactness. Though the ruins themselves 
the modern village. An extraordinary are magnificent, it is to the 'basins' that 
scene here presents itself as the visitor I the traveller returns, fascinated by their 
follows the course of a stream of hot '1 fantastic shapes." 
water rushing down the side of the cliff, , The Illustrated London News 
Another able Socialist whom I met and The German Students' Duels Revived 
have known for many years is the eco-
nomist, }. A. Hobson. He was not always There has been a revival of the 
an attractive writer, but as a dialectician Mensuren, the famous German students' 
he has no rival, and his book on Ruskin duels, so provocative of criticism outside 
is by a long way the best study extant their native country and resulting in 
of Ruskin as a thinker. wounds on the face " nursed," in pre-war 
A famous London editor who was also days, at all events, so that scars might 
a great force in Nonconformity, Dr. (later be visible throughout life as signs of 
Sir William) Robertson Nicoll, was an- valour. That being so, it is interesting 
other to lend a helping hand, and I did to note that the current " Britannica" 
a great deal of work for him in THE points out that, although forbidden by 
BooKMAN. Nicoll had a flair for "spot- the German criminal code (in 1928), these 
ting" winners. He it was who discovered duels " still form a regular element in 
the " Kail Yard" school of fiction, and German student life. In Berlin alone," 
he helped to build up more reputations it continues, "there are in 1928 some 
than any other journalist I have met. twelve fighting corps which meet once a 
He was a delicate man all his life, but week in secret. These meetings continue 
had an enormous capacity for work, and from 8 o'clock in the morning onwards, 
edited about half a dozen papers. He and some twenty fights take place on 
knew everybody, and was able to write each occasion. The police, as well as 
on almost every conceivable subject. He the university authorities, naturally know 
made the British Weekly a journalistic all about them, but are only too willing 
force of the first magnitude. His amaz- to close their eyes .... The entry of a 
ing memory helped him greatly. His student into one of these clubs [known 
library at Hampstead resembled a mon- as Verbindungen] is held to be a con· 
strous lizard, the head occupying one siderable honour, and is only possible 
room, the hody another, and the tail ex- where a student has shown the necessarY 
tending down the passages until it petered \ qualifications to permit of his admis-
out half-way down the staircase. I sion .... There are two categories of 
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The American people have always I 機横文明の巳む事た知らぬ進歩1:給局何
solved their problems and will sゅlvetheir l'か生むたらう。詩1:人聞の世界から消えて
出部ar'Jtぷ認吋ぷ間|了M ・?舗は何うなる川日今後千年
Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt writes-in tlIe I後の世界It?今後百年後の世界It?等主考
~':lgust Y":om!:l~'s I:!_ome C?mpa~ion.. ln Iへ始めると daydream 1:何時迄も績C。
this article Mrs. Roosevelt makes her 1 
as noted， ヤ干s~_~tt=~n 1l:i<:1:S. .8. le~ I必butas editor ぱ a "Questions a副n凶叫dl同取制ザれk山め川もいfな恥よ
Answers" d白ep戸ar討tmen此l比ti泊nthe ma砲Iga沼zine. 1趨l二J思ら致す事1:j必ら?しも無主主の業では
Mrs. Roosevelt has a y刊eaぜrピ's.contract 1.な'.r.vい、¥、我等の来し方l口1何う動さ吾予衆つT於こカか.?現
3iurl 
sweぽri泊ngq引ues坑tiω0叩n田s. ln her opening piece， I評家或1:史家たらすとするも、 humanityの
entitled “1 Want You to Write to Me，" 1大きな流れl二着目する事1:吾入の関心事で
she appealsωthe people ぱ t~~ ~~~i.?_n Iあってい』 本裁巻頭i二“2回3"年の詑
ωconsult her as often as they please， I 。
on any subject也atappeals ωthe~: -， I事与掲げれlYr以である。 米図の背鷲運動1:
The questions not answered in the I目下色んな難関l二逢荒して居る、何蕗迄此等
符;おな?2LZJtどよ 23321mlの障害た乗り切って成功するか?長lこ大き
her articles - ~ill be -'answered by mail. 1な図家的冒険であり、貿除である。日下復興
The qu四 tionsand answers will begin Iた志し或1:起死回生ら希って確立ぜる一大
nほ tmonth， when an' arti白 byhぽ∞|方針の下lこ歩みら績げて居る闘が三つ-
child labor will appear. I “ Th~ - i~vit~t:i~IÎ' ~hich forms the title Iドイ少とロ Vアとアメ事カーーあるが米縄
of this page comes from my heart，" I雨図の行き方1:、英t条件が異って居るとは云
writes Mrs. Roosevelt，“in the hopethat|へ著い、封照た示して震ると思ん飢餓
n establish here a clearing house I、fo~ ;;iili~;~:;------ ------ ---------~ --.--I まで高座、強要的濁裁た試みつ L あるドイ~
She asks that she be told about prob. 1と、可なり淘裁的になって居るとは云へ依然
months a伊 theseduels w悦 inthe_ ne~s I ~~~“ which puzzle or sadden卯 U"and|conference主義た捨てない米図の遣り口とi~':O ìt"\~，;~.the~-;t;ted-by--th~.F;a~k~ I ~~叩t “ ~hat has brougt't ~?y into .~~:!~ I ~1"-;;';: 
?32correspondent of 出e “ Times " 伽~:I f~~ ~i~d h_~~-i~~，~ie~ ~;cÎj~s阿川rs叫 1 :甚久しい差異でなげれ問らぬ。図民性
~'it;r ~h;~i;g--b;~;:; -;;tt;~tly {o~lXdde~ for Iω!~~， l!.~vv cond~~，ionSL !n ~~iSL~tp~.~i，n，_g Iの相違の大きな反映であらう。 本位出版部
i!ight years，“ f;i~;dïy-'-'--dueÎli~~'}>~t~;~; 1 ~?:I~・~~_~~~:s ':'~~ ~~:._be _~~i，r:t_:~ ~i~: 1後行の限定版 Theldylの著者パーνル夫人総22誌記ar?今:Afcよな立|忠良22it'J3L27zd;:gli ぷ~I から別噺載の肘手紙l唱しれ、非常l二美
向。rt叫 ~;~~~;;;k~d b;-th~ 戸mence |view-d吟 withwhat you believe ωbel術的な出来祭であるとの事島知巳友人が云
officials， induding representa・ Im~ ，~~~w_~~'~ .~___~___ ..，____，. _ -'-~___" _1..._1って与もれるが自分l二1:遺憾ながら£え見え
tives of Heidelb町g Univぽsi恥 th;-ÎÎ~i-1 “We are p唄おi昭白，rough<l _ti~:::_s~: I 
仇制仙仙めh加b恥e叫rgp卯阿01日}町c
Nazi s伽 m troo叩ps. Ev制吋ide印ntly仏F九，、aお; th~ I~o児町io凶 d油~.ulties th~Il L t~~.. ~~!.~ I 今度米図で Hearnの shortstoriesで今
飢thorityin the“Britannica" prophe剖凶 Iimme~iatel~ aft~r the .~a~，凶t ~m!， ，_o，!_n I迄殆んど知られて居なかっ1:十数篇が十二
“It is戸伽bleぬatthe new∞de will|exP75;?でおず thatal timωhave I般の単行本として刊行ぜられる事lこなり其
伏見ZL弘 13AEd訟:42|tht!pleaseldoi10t imagine 伽~_! .~~ I第一加自の“G抽 t民d"j)さ献しれ、僅か
l略~ìis~d~';' ~~~ ----，，~. -_.-.-------I pl~_nni昭 to give you advice 伽t，_.:::~~~I二百部たげの限定版で問委の序文ら書いれ
米園前加州工科大墜組長
シェーラ一博士の新著!
I solve al your problems. ~ W e ~ al kl!-ow I Perkins氏が、好意で日本の Hearn崇葬者
that no human being is infallible， and i泊川n叶|及ぴ研究家の7土:めとしてニ十部7たごげ迭附し
;21bz芝怒LγI 宝官:t寸立;z?汽nτtλ1官認ご記Jrfrt;立~I て寄こされ7れ:、、「一部一弗の譲受値段の億で御
Manchukuo 11;~f白州ω恒吋副仙d 1仙li…lII~巴民釘剖叩臼印山i一i凶n 偲吋町P阿ぽ…鎚 w叫hi油ch0仙t白h…叩l山山願びま叩僅働肘由叶十吋三諸部l日二山 n K 0 ~iìf:~~~ 凶ul， and it may be伽 t0叶l1:0 縫ω、肝で日本貨i二換算しては高
"" ... - JI... -" 11 ofthe letters which come to me_ 1 shall Iド様ですが新ら L(愛見されれ storiesで
2高 昔月 園
By Dr. James A. B. Scherer 
定債宝1.50乃22g;en
各種潟畏及地図入四六併j美本
著者の鋭敏にして公正なる観察
じ大局的判断に基く論策は永
久的債値を有すべきものとし、
共他満洲閣の人と物とを縦横に
紛議し新興満洲園そ語って本書
に壇るもの無し。
各高等専門事校教科書として
最も理想的!
本書D:行早々教科書主して採用されたる
事校俊民八校何れも其内容及文章i二つい
て非常な高評た博して居ります。
!e~r~ of experie.i?'ces :yhic~， ~ill.'prove I限定版ですから研究者l二1:大切なものかと
helpful ω抽出" New York Ti脚 =-1思ひます。
最も便利にして要を
得たる単語集出づ
Hokuseido's Fundamental 
English Vocaburary 
北星堂版『英語重要草語集J
(附=略語表及支那主要地名表〉
当官官五ょう主官よ芝定億五十鐸美喜
英語感費者の矯l二精しきl二遜Jγ?、簡l二
失ぜず、最も必要なる黒占有P注意深く考慮
して字た撰(]'最適にして必須の建売台附
し、類書中他に見ざる多数の)lfr語ら包含
しれる最も便利なる英和小辞典!通事
l 二、技行l二、常l 二，j;" 7~ トの良友である。
U 粂て本誌で重量管していお1:ケ F タヤ氏の
Dolls on Displayが素晴しい美本となって
世lこ出1:、本書1:我図古来の年中行事として
海外i二比類な告優雅にLて務麗なる雛祭り
と3号館の気飽lこ充つる端午の節句た日本図
民性の競駄から観察して各人形の表1:1:す歴
虎的場面と寓話た設明し、各其人形の軍署員や
挿入したもので、この人形節と英人形l二関す
る組織白骨の書物としては内外ら通じて始め
ての文献である。 挿入する所の挿給1:¥，、づ
れも現代々表的の作品のみ七十布告主枚、入色
刷の浮世絵、ま大最近若告美しき使節として
海外lこ贈られる「振り袖人形J等総計八十
像、装釘1:紺紫雲形「りんずJ1l，.以てし1:寅
lこ近伐プググメーキ〆グの粋ら蒐めれ長の
豪華版である。 日本文化紹介番として天下
随一、'71) ス T スプ ν""~ トとして無二の良
書であります。
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LIST OF HOKUSEIDO ENGLISH TEXT-BOOKS 
EXCLUSIVELY FOR USE IN SCHOOLS IN JAPAN 
If! ~ ~ fjf Little Lord Fauntleroy u'~'?) 1.00 
JEsop's F ables .43 London Chronicle, A (Frank H. L ee) 1.50 
Andersen's F airy T ales _37 London (Jack), Selections from .90 
Arabian Nights, Stories from the .44 Love of the Alps (Symonds) .60 
Biographical Stories .46 Lure of the Sea, The 1.00 
By the Hearth and in the Field .40 Malachi's Cove and Other Tales 
Cinderella and Other Stories 48 (A. Trollope) 1.00 
Cuore · Mansfield (Katharine), Selections from 1.00 
Don Quixote, Stories from :!~ Maugham (Somerset) & Other British 
Easy Stories for Boys and Girls .35 Writers .85 
English History, Stories from 48 Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes, (Doyle) .80 
Eth. f y p 1 • Miscellany of T ypical Prose, A .50 
iCS or oung eop e .43 Model Millionaire and Other Stories .40 Fifty Famous Stories .53 
Great Lives in History _55 Olalla (R. L. Stevenson) .38 
Grimm's Fairy Tales .38 0 . Henry : Best Short Stories 1.00 
Gulliver's Travels _30 Our Village (Milford) 1.20 
Little English Citizen, The (Lee) .36 Pavilion on the Links, The (Stevenson) .50 
Mitsui : The Meridian Readers 1-V PeterSchlemihl, TheShadowless Man .60 
1-.72, II-.80, III-.85, IV-.85, V-.78 Poe (Edger Allan), Selections from .60 
Outlines of English History _56 Quentin Durward (Scott ) 1.20 
Pandora and Other Stories .43 Rajah's Diamond, The (R. L. Stevenson) .50 
Practical English Conversation (iY<l!D _60 R~presentative Short Stories .80 
Robinson Crusoe 34 R ip Van Wmkle and Other Sketch es 1.00 
Shakespeare, Stories from ·41 Rosamund Gray and Selected Poems 
Simple Practical English Conversation I. II. ;g. :3450 I seCft~.~~)He_ ro & O_the_r Tales (Gaskell) -~g 
Tour through the British Isles · 
Twenty More Famous Stories ·52 Sleepmg Fires (Gzssmg) .80 
Union Fourth Reader ·43 Shakespeare, T ales from (L amb) .50 
W ater-Babies :37 Sila~ Marner (G. Elliot) .90 
Wonder-Book _53 Sons Veto and other Tales, The(J!ardy) .60 
Yamada: E nglish Grammar (illt~~) _60 Story of a ~ad Boy, The (Aldrteh) .80 
, : Girls' English Grammar .45 Tagore, Rabu;dranath (Selectwns) 1.00 
Yamazaki : English Grammar & Comp. I.ll. ;g. •60 Tales from 'Ierror and_ Mystery .70 Tchehov (Anton), Selectwns from 1.11. :1}1.00 
~ ~ ~ r~ fi li: Their Best Detective Stories 
Stories, Sketches, Novels, Etc. Their Best Short Stories .90 
American Short Stories 1.20 Tom Brown's School Days (Hughes) 1.00 
Essence of Modern Idealism, The 
(Royce) 
Fathers of Philosophy and Science, 
The (Durant) 
Happiness in Life (B. Russell) 
On Liberty (S. Mill) 
Science of Religion (A. Menzies) 
Scientific Readings "Biological" 
"Physical" 
Subjec'tion ;;f Women, The (Mill) 
Utilitarianism (S. Milll 
Wisdom of Life, The (Schopenhauer) 
Dramas 
Contemporary One-Act Plays 
Five Short Plays 
Great Modern One·Act Plays 
Little Masterpieces of Ten Great 
1.00 
1.00 
.75 
1.20 
.40 
1.20 
1.20 
.90 
.80 
1.00 
1.00 
.60 
1.00 
Dramatists 1.30 
Shakespeare, Extracts from 1.50 
Two Famous Plays of To-day 120 
Passing of the Third Floor Back an 
Idle Fancy 1]. K. j erome) 1.00 
History, Biography 
Chivalry and Sportsmanship (T. Lyell) .80 
Lord Clive and Samuel Johnson 
(Macaulay) 
Making of Man, The (H. G. Wells) 
Martyrdom of Man, The ( W. Reade) 
Mill's Autobiography 
Modern Masterpieces of Auto· 
biography 
Representative Men (Emerson) 
Self-Reliance and Compensation 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
.50 
(Emerson) .35 
Seven Great Men of To-day (Gardiner) .60 
T wo Eminent Victorians (L. Strachey) .70 
World before Man, The (H . G. Wells) 1.00 An Attic Philosopher in Paris 1.00 T welve Best Short Stories 1.00 
Anderson (Sherwood) and Other Twice Told T ales .70 . . Sports 
American Writers .85 Three Men in a Boat (f. K . j erome) .80 Readmgs m Modern Sports 1.00 
Best Novelettes of To-day 1.00 Vicar of Wakefield, The (Goldsmith) 1.00. Sociology, Economics, Politics 
British Short Stories 1.20 Essays, Criticisms Democracy & Public Opinion (Bryce) 1.00 
Call of the Wild, The (f. London) 1.00 Amiel's Journal 1.00 Essays on Modern Problems 1.20 
Character of Napoleon Bonaparte .35 Arnold (Matthew), Selections from 1.00 English Constitution (Bagehot) 1.00 
Choice Novelettes 1.00 Citizen of the World, The (Goldsmith) .80 Moral Ideas and Social Life .80 
Christmas Carol, A (Dickens) 1.00 Contemporary Essays .80 Readings in Econom ics 1.50 
Cricket on the Hearth, The (Dickens) 1.00 Critical and Miscellaneous Writings 1.00 Soc~al Evolution .80 
Contemporary Short Stories 1.00 Culture and Life .80 Soc1al Problems .80 
e 
i 
ft 
v 
Confessions of an Opium-Eater Glimpses of the Modern English Critics .50 Views and Opinions on Modern 
(De Quincey) 1.00 How to Get What You Want (Marden) .50 Problems . 
Conrad (Joseph), Selections from 1.00 Helps's Essays .50 Where 1s the World Gomg? 
.70 l!!l l 
.80 11H 
Country of the Blind and the Door in Heroes and Hero-Worship (Carlyle) .80 P o etry ..1~ 
the Wall, The (Wells) .351 Higher Intelligences 1.00 Comus and Lycidas (Milton) .40 ..tlJ 
De Profundis (Wilde) 1.00 How to L ive on 24 Hours a Day English Poems .70 
Dickens (Charles), Tales from .35 (Bennett) .80 English Verses 1.00 til 
Eminent Authors, Select Pieces from .60 Huxley (T . Henry), Selected Essays of .90 I Enoch Arden and Locksley Hall .25 ~ 
English Country Calendar, The (Lee) 1.00 Inge and Jacks, Select Essays of 1.20 Introduction to English Poetry, An ~ 
English Prose .60 Intellectual Life, The (Hamerton) .60 (S. H. Batty-Smith) 1.00 !f. 
English Mail-Coach, The (De Quincey) 1.00 L iterary Prose .80 Little Gems of English Poetry .50 "' 
Facts and Fiction .85 Literary Tastes (Bennet) .50 Lyrical Poems of England .30 - C 
Five Short Stories (Stevenson) 1.00 Maurice Baring, Selected Lectures of .90 Poems on Evening and Night 1.50 ~~ 
Five Best Stories .80 Pater (Walter), Selections from 1.00 Composition, Conversation 
Francois Villon (R. L. Stevenson) .50 Pen, Pencil and Poison and Other Higher English Composition (Tomita) ;~ 
Galsworthy (John), Selections from 1.00 Essays (Wilde) 1.00 I. II. 41- .90 ~ 
Gissing (George), Selections from .70 Representative Modern Essays .80 English Composition (Hanazono) .70 
Great Modern Short Stories 1.00 Soul of Man, The (Wilde) .50 English Composition for Advanced j!l-
Half Hours with Modern Writers .60 Swinton's Studies in English Literature 2.00 Students (Sudo) I. 11. 4? .70 fl~ 
Happy Prince & Other T ales (Wilde) .50 Thoreau (Henry D.), Essays of .50 T alks in Tokyo (Caiger) 1.00 :!i; 
Hardy (Thomas), Selections from 1.00 Two Critical Essays .60 Oral English (T. johns) .35 Jj~ 
Idle Thoughts of an Idle Fellow Unto this Last and Poems (Ruskin) 1.00 
(j. K. jerome) .50 Use of Life, The (Avebury) .50 
Jonathan & his Continent (Max O'Rell) .60 World A Century Ahead, The 
Lawrence, and Other Contemporary (Birkenhead) 
Writers .90 Science s, Philo sophy 
.50 
Life and Humanity .60 Epistemology and Ontology (Jerusalem) .50 
J:f.dQ>;1., Lafcadio Hearn Series ~~m~CD 
!};1 f~ If' Pole Star L ibrary, Cheap Edition 
~~li!<f;ll!lll:t>';!l> ~ :t ·;-o 
~;jll] l~qi~$.i!!!*~ lr~#ti-IH~.IJ 'feilHA 
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